
Our Clients: Largest Airlines in Asia

Our Clients: Largest Telecom in Asia

Our Clients: Large IT services firms

Our Clients: Large financial institutes

Architecting and developing comprehensive project
management systems to be used by multiple groups of
100,000 users. The systems are customized for the
specific needs of each group.

Developing the specialized solution to manage over 100
carriers for international calls from/to any provinces of a
big country to/from over 120 other countries.

Customizing off-the-shelf ITSM, PPM and CRM products
to provide integrated solutions for IT service automation
and business management for the large IT service firms in
HK and Mainland China.

Developing banking CRM with CIF, marketing, sales and
service desk features. The system is used by 10,000 bank
employees to record the interactions and transactions of
over 1 million bank customers.

We’re led by people who have extensive 
experience in the U.S., HK (China), Singapore 
and China.

We’ve successfully provided quality enterprise 
software services to over 500 corporations in 
Asia.

We are the original developers of 8Manage 
products and we are the best team to 
customize them.

We also successfully delivered large-scale 
digital transformation services to Fortune 500 
companies.

www.8manage.com  | Tel：+852-6919-6665

8Manage Team

Over 500 corporations in Asia using our following modules:

PPM, Timesheet, SRM, CRM, ERP, …

You can use our standard products (on-premises or SaaS) 
or have us customize our existing modules or develop new modules for you.

Enterprise Software

U.S. Experience, Developed in Asia



Client, Sales & Service Business Projects

8Manage can be used for different types of business
projects such as construction, professional service,
OEM , BPO and IT. It can help you manage clients,
contracts, projects, resources, deliverable quality,
acceptance, billing-and-payment and profit-and-loss.

8Manage provides marketing and sales automation,
client and contact management, product and
contract management, service automation and BI
tools. It has one version dedicated to corporate
client business and another one devoted to retail
business.

Suppliers & Procurement Resource Management

8Manage can help you manage supplier lifecycle,
product catalog, sourcing, purchasing, warehouse &
inventory, logistics, delivery quality, settlement, fixed
asset, supplier portal, supplier & procurement
analytics, report center, EDMS and external system
interfaces. It can also help you avoid dark purchasing
and costly procurement mistakes, and control risks.

To truly understand what resources are available,
you need easy access to a knowledge base that
includes the availability, limitations, skills, and
locations of all people in the company-wide
repository. You can use 8Manage to achieve this,
which will increase the potential for resource
managers to assemble the best possible team,
bringing together people with different skills and
experience.

WIP Financial Management

Work In Progress (WIP) Financial Mgt. is the real-time finance connectivity to your WIP workflows in demand
chain, project portfolio, production and supply chain. WIP Financial Mgt. can provide you the incremental view
on work progress, resource consumption, time & cost consumption and revenue earning at any given time.
Without this complete and just-in-time information, it would be hard for you to determine estimation-to-
complete with your newly devised methods even if you have above-average experience in the field. Many
projects go wrong over and over again because they are vague in their status quo. In other words, WIP Financial
Mgt. is the key in decision support -- no good information, no good decisions.

can provide best combination 
of standard products & customization services
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